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Feedback from the SCCAP Creative Workshop  

“Understanding the wealth of talent and resources in Our 

Community” 

This workshop looking at social asset mapping took place on 2 July 2013.  

The workshop was divided into 6 different themes; these were: 

 Transport 

 Skills 

 Activities 

 Information 

 Local Councillors 

 Dreams 

In addition people were provided with a map of Salisbury and asked to plot how they 

live their lives in Salisbury e.g. where they live, where they go to the doctors and 

where they worked. Those who were artistically inclined were asked to draw how 

they saw Salisbury now and how they wanted it to look like in the future. Artists 

portrayed Salisbury as a city of empty shops and houses and traffic jams. 

Aspirations were for a city where people walked and cycled and a buoyant local 

economy with corners shops and public art - a Barcelona of the West! 

What transport do you use and how do you use it? Would you prefer to use a 

different type of transport to get there? 

There were a surprisingly high proportion of people who either cycled or would prefer 

to cycle to and from work,  shops or social activity but only if there was a secure 

place to park the bike.  This was closely followed by car owners who preferred to 

drive to their destination.  A few said they would like to use local buses but found 

services   sometimes difficult to use.  Another factor why car usage was high was 

due to the weather with people saying they would drive rather than cycle in wet 

conditions. Public transport was pretty low on the scale of being used for internal use 

as people would much rather walk or cycle. For going longer distances around 

Salisbury, people would like to use buses but were deterred from doing so by 

reliability and used their cars if they had one.  



Which of the following skills do you have that you would be willing to share 

with your community? 

People were given a bingo styled cards to fill in (template available) where they were 

asked which skills (eg  DIY, cooking , organising trips and social events, singing ) 

they have which they would be willing to share with their community. There was also 

a blank box where they could write in any other skills they may have.  It was clear 

from the responses that there is a huge wealth of skills available waiting to be tapped 

into. 

What local leisure groups or activities do you take part in and how do you get 

there? 

Leisure groups and activities came in a wide variety from bird watching, going to 

church, exercise classes, swimming, eating out and theatre and cinema. In terms of 

getting to these activities, again mostly choose to cycle or walk.  

Where do you go for information/advice/support? Including people and 

organisations 

As well as the obvious family, friends and work colleagues people sited the use of 

the internet, SSAFA, CAB, Community Blog, local radio and television, Salisbury 

Journal and Valley News, Tourist Information Centre, Doctors and Community 

Policing. 

Local Councillors 

Pictures of both unitary and Salisbury City Councillors were provided and people 

asked to identify the ones they knew. Generally there was a wide recognition but not 

surprisingly newly elected councillors in May this year had a bit of catching up to do.  

What services/facilities would you like in Salisbury (this can include your 

dreams) 

In terms of wanting  Salisbury to be a better place to live in, people said there were 

too many cafes in the area and not enough actual shopping available particularly in 

the city centre. People wanted to see more music media shops (chained or 

exchangeable ones) as well as second hand book shops, a better bus station 

attractive to visitors and residents with buses linking more frequently with the train 

station.  More youth activities  and input into ensuring that children achieve more in 

life was emphasised with thoughts of having universities and a better college or 

specific colleges e.g. music and arts. 


